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Abstract

A theoretical model to predict critical heat ~ux in long\ rectangular channels is presented[ The theoretical development
is complemented by an extensive ~ow visualization analysis presented in Part I of this study[ The observation of a
periodic distribution of increasingly larger vapor patches along the surface just prior to CHF is idealized as a sinusoidal
interface with amplitude and wavelength increasing in the ~ow direction[ A separated ~ow model provides phase
velocities and an average vapor thickness which are utilized by an instability analysis to predict the critical interfacial
wavelength[ An energy balance assumes the transfer of heat from the surface to the ~uid occurs only at the troughs of
the interface\ called wetting fronts\ and that the surface is insulated below the vapor patches[ The lift!o} of the most
upstream wetting front\ which occurs when the pressure di}erence serving to maintain interfacial contact with the
surface is overcome by the vapor momentum emanating from the wetting front\ is the trigger mechanism which
precipitates CHF[ The ratio of wetting front length to vapor wavelength obtained from the ~ow visualization represents
a key contribution to the model[ CHF predictions are accurate to within a mean absolute error of 09[9) for data
obtained at near!saturated conditions for velocities of 9[14Ð09[9 m s−0[ Þ 0887 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Nomenclature

Af portion of ~ow area occupied by liquid
A` portion of ~ow area occupied by vapor
Al area of upstream wetting front
b ratio of liquid length to vapor wavelength\ l:l
c wave speed
ci imaginary component of wave speed
cp speci_c heat of liquid at constant pressure
cr real component of wave speed
Cf\i interfacial friction coe.cient
Dh\f hydraulic diameter of liquid phase
Dh\` hydraulic diameter of vapor phase
f single!phase friction factor
`e Earth|s gravitational acceleration
`n body force per unit mass normal to surface
G mass ~ux
hf` latent heat of vaporization
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H channel height
Hf liquid layer thickness
H` vapor layer thickness
k wave number\ 1p:l
kcr critical wave number\ 1p:lcr

l length of wetting front used for modeling
lj length of wetting front in heater segment j
lmeas liquid length measured between vapor patches
L length of heater
Lj length of heater segment j
m¾ b vapor mass ~ow rate in upstream wetting front nor!
mal to surface
nj number of wetting fronts in heater segment j
P pressure
Po pressure at outlet of heated section
Pf−P` average interfacial pressure di}erence at wetting
front
qý heat ~ux
qýj average wetting front heat ~ux for heater segment j
qým maximum nucleate boiling heat ~ux\ CHF
qýl heat ~ux concentrated at a wetting front
qýl"z�# wetting front heat ~ux based on conditions at z�
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t time
To ~uid temperature at outlet of heated section at CHF
U average inlet liquid velocity
UÞf mean velocity of liquid phase
UÞ` mean velocity of vapor phase
U`\n vapor velocity in wetting front normal to surface
W channel width
x ~ow quality\ r`UÞ`a:G
y coordinate perpendicular to unperturbed interface
z streamwise coordinate\ z � 9 at heater inlet
z� extent of upstream continuous wetting front
z9 distance from inlet to where UÞf � UÞ`[

Greek symbols
a void fraction\ d:H
d mean vapor layer thickness "d � H`#\ vapor layer
amplitude for CHF modeling
DTsub local ~uid subcooling
DTsub\o ~uid subcooling at outlet of heated section at
CHF
DU phase velocity di}erence\ UÞ`−UÞf

h idealized sinusoidal perturbation of interface
h9 maximum amplitude of sinusoidal perturbation\
h9 � d

l vapor wavelength
lcr critical wavelength
lj vapor wavelength in heater segment j
lmeas measured vapor patch length
m viscosity
r density
rýf modi_ed liquid density term\ rf coth"kHf#
rý̀ modi_ed vapor density term\ r` coth"kH`#
s surface tension
ti interfacial shear stress
tw\f shear stress associated with wall and liquid inter!
actions
tw\` shear stress associated with wall and vapor inter!
actions[

Subscripts
A accelerational
f saturated liquid
F frictional
` saturated vapor
j indicates heater segment\ j � 0\ 1\ 2\ 3
k indicates phase\ f for liquid\ ` for vapor[

0[ Introduction

For many applications it is vital to maintain heat loads
below the critical heat ~ux limit in order to prevent cata!
strophic failure[ For example\ the integrity of electronic
components requires heat loads to be maintained below
CHF and in the case of a nuclear reactor accident\ the
consequences are more drastic when this limit is reached[

Therefore\ the ability to predict CHF for various ~ow
boiling situations would be bene_cial not only during
the design phase of thermal devices\ but during their
operational lifetime as well[

Several models have been proposed by various
researchers in an attempt to predict CHF and describe
its mechanisms[ Hughes and Olson ð0Ł proposed a model
based on a critical packing density of active sites on the
surface[ Each active nucleation site was associated with
an area proportional to the diameter of the departing
bubble[ They postulated that CHF commences when the
sum of these areas equals the total surface area\ such that
no additional sites can be activated[

Fiori and Bergles ð1Ł postulated that CHF occurs when
the liquid is no longer able to wet the surface[ They
indicated that the temperature of the wall below an
attached vapor patch increases due to the insulating
characteristic of the vapor[ Once the patch detaches\ bulk
liquid rushes in and cools the wall[ However\ if the wall
temperature has risen above the Leidenfrost point\ the
liquid will no longer be able to rewet the surface and
CHF ensues[

The interfacial lift!o} model\ developed by Galloway
and Mudawar ð2Ł\ is based on the key observation from
their ~ow visualization studies that a wavy vapor layer
exists on the heated surface at ~uxes just prior to critical
heat ~ux[ Liquid was observed to make contact with the
surface at the wave troughs\ called wetting fronts\ and
over a continuous upstream portion of the heater[ They
assumed that heat transfer to the ~uid occurs only at
these wetting locations while the regions underneath the
peaks are dry[ When the interface is lifted o} the surface\
wetting fronts are removed thereby eliminating paths for
heat transfer\ essentially insulating the surface with vapor
and resulting in critical heat ~ux[ Their model predicted
their experimental critical heat ~ux values accurately but
was limited to short heaters "L ¼ 01[6 mm#\ low velocities
"U ¾ 1 m s−0# and near!saturated conditions[

In addition to de_ning the CHF limit\ a predictive tool
should identify the parameters to which the critical heat
~ux is most sensitive\ or insensitive[ A model that is based
on physical mechanisms and theoretical derivations often
provides such characteristics whereas a correlation of
experimental data may not be applicable to cir!
cumstances beyond the test conditions[ It is with this
mind!set that a mechanistic critical heat ~ux model is
developed[ Its construction draws on observations\ physi!
cal mechanisms and theory with its evaluation based on
the degree to which it predicts experimentally obtained
data[ The model which emerges is an extension of the
interfacial lift!o} model _rst developed by Galloway and
Mudawar ð2Ł and then modi_ed by Gersey and Mudawar
ð3Ł[ Inevitably\ it is limited to certain conditions as a
consequence of assumptions that are necessary to provide
closure to the hydrodynamic and thermal aspects of the
problem[ However\ the model does represent a mech!
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anistically!based tool which accurately predicts the exper!
imental CHF data[

1[ Experimental apparatus

Experimental hardware and procedures are described
in Part I of this study ð4Ł which focuses on ~ow vis!
ualization of CHF[ Only a brief overview of experimental
aspects are presented here[ Tests were conducted in a
straight\ rectangular channel having a 4[9×1[4!mm
cross!section in which heat was applied to only one side\
the shorter dimension\ along a length of 090[5 mm[ Criti!
cal heat ~uxes obtained with FC!61 liquid at three outlet
subcoolings "DTsub\o � 2\ 05 and 18>C# over a broad
range of velocity "U � 9[14Ð09 m s−0# provided a basis
with which to compare the model predictions[ A constant
outlet pressure\ Po � 0[27 bar\ was maintained for all
tests resulting in a constant outlet saturation tempera!
ture\ Tsat\o � 55[2>C[ A properly chosen inlet temperature
led to the desired outlet ~uid temperature\ To � 52[2\
49[2 or 16[2>C\ corresponding to the appropriate sub!
cooling at the time of critical heat ~ux[

Flow visualization tests were conducted in a trans!
parent channel using a Canon L0 7!mm video camera
which was con_gured so that it could traverse the entire
heated length[ Flow boiling images were recorded for
near!saturated "DTsub\o � 2>C# and subcooled
"DTsub\o � 18>C# conditions for velocities of U � 9[14\ 0\
1 and 3 m s −0[ Higher velocities were not attempted
since vapor dimensions were approaching sizes too small
to be measured reliably at U � 3 m s−0 and since the
integrity of the transparent channel would be compro!
mised at the higher wall temperatures associated with
higher velocities[ Measurements of length and height for
numerous vapor patches permitted the characterization
of vapor development along the heater[ In some cases the
~ow visualization data were incomplete due to vapor
patches being too small to be measured reliably[

Fig[ 0[ Idealized wavy liquidÐvapor interface showing vapor and liquid de_nitions and heater segments[

The ~ow channel was oriented horizontally with grav!
ity assumed to have negligible e}ects[ Inertia and shear
forces dominated the interaction between the liquid and
vapor phases[

2[ Analysis of critical heat ~ux data

The present analysis is based on the observations that
at conditions just prior to CHF the vapor assumes a
periodic\ wave!like distribution along the heater surface[
This observation is idealized by the wavy liquidÐvapor
interface depicted in Fig[ 0[ The idealization stems from
the ~ow visualization studies presented in part I of this
investigation ð4Ł and is supported by the observations of
Galloway and Mudawar ð5Ł and Gersey and Mudawar
ð6Ł[ Ideally\ the vapor and liquid phases are separate with
the waviness a result of instabilities between the two
phases[ It is assumed that heat transfer occurs only at
discrete locations where liquid contacts the surface and
that the heater surface beneath a wave is adiabatic during
the passage of vapor[ CHF is postulated to occur when
the interface detaches from the surface eliminating the
wetting fronts available for the transfer of heat[ This
lifting o} of the interface occurs when the momentum of
vapor generated at a wetting front overcomes the pressure
force holding the interface in contact with the surface[
This is the observed trigger mechanism for CHF which
provides a criterion for calculating the lift!o} heat ~ux
ð2Ł[

The theoretical development of the model therefore
incorporates four major components] a separated ~ow
model^ an instability analysis^ a heater energy balance^
and a lift!o} criterion[ Additionally\ ~ow visualization
plays a key role by providing support for some of the
empirically determined liquidÐvapor interface charac!
teristics[ Each of these components\ and the manner in
which they interrelate\ are discussed[
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2[0[ Separated ~ow model

Analysis of two!phase ~ow is often treated in an ide!
alized fashion by assuming that the vapor and liquid
phases are completely separate with a distinguishable
interface[ For the case of ~ow in a rectangular channel
heated on one wall\ the vapor phase is adjacent to the
heated wall and has a mean thickness d that increases in
the streamwise direction[ Though the vapor does not
actually exist with a smooth interface having a mon!
otonically increasing thickness\ this does represent an
e}ective starting point for developing a CHF model since
it provides information about average vapor thickness
and mean velocities for the vapor and liquid phases[
The di}erence in phase velocities is responsible for the
instabilities that create the waviness which has been
observed[ Therefore\ the main contribution of the sep!
arated ~ow model to the CHF model is the determination
of liquid phase velocity\ UÞf\ vapor phase velocity\ UÞ`\
and average vapor layer thickness\ d[ The separated ~ow
model yields each of these parameters as a function of
streamwise coordinate z[

Each phase is treated as a separate ~uid characterized
by its own velocity and momentum terms and bound by
the channel walls as well as the other phase[ Conse!
quently\ conservation of mass\ momentum and energy
are applied to the vapor phase\ as well as the entire
two!phase ~ow\ to arrive at expressions for the phase
velocities and vapor layer thickness[ Assumptions
employed in the separated ~ow model are] "0# the two!
phase ~ow is one!dimensional^ "1# change of phase occurs
only at the heated wall with no condensation at the inter!
face^ "2# wall ~ux is uniform and constant along the
heated wall^ "3# vapor layer has steady\ uniform thickness
at any location z^ "4# vapor layer begins at leading edge
of heater\ z � 9^ "5# liquid subcooling remains constant
along the ~ow^ and "6# vapor remains at its saturation
temperature[

Assumptions "1# and "5# lead to the conclusion that
the entire wall ~ux is used to increase the temperature of a
mass of liquid from its inlet temperature to its saturation
temperature and then to convert this mass to saturated
vapor\ adding mass to the vapor phase[ Therefore\ con!
tinuity applied to a vapor control volume results in an
expression for average vapor velocity\ UÞ`\

UÞ` �
qýz

r`dðcpDTsub¦hf`Ł
[ "0#

Mass conservation applied to the entire cross!section
leads to the average liquid velocity\ UÞf\

UÞf �
UH

H−d
−

qýz
rf"H−d#ðcpDTsub¦hf`Ł

[ "1#

Similarly\ conservation of momentum may be applied
to the vapor control volume and the channel control
volume separately\ with Fig[ 1 indicating the relevant

force and momentum terms for each[ Vapor generated at
the wall has been assumed to have no initial streamwise
velocity and\ as such\ does not contribute streamwise
momentum to the control volume[ The resulting
expressions for streamwise vapor pressure gradient\
dP`:dz\ and channel pressure gradient\ dP:dz\ are given\
respectively\ by

−
dP`

dz
�

0
a

d
dz 0

x1G1

ar` 1¦
0

aHW
ðtw\`"W¦1aH#¦tiWŁ

"2#

and

−
dP
dz

� 0−
dP
dz1A

¦0−
dP
dz1F

"3#

where

0−
dP
dz1A

�
d
dz 0

x1G1

ar`

¦
"0−x#1G1

"0−a#rf 1 "4#

0−
dP
dz1F

� tw\` $
0
H

¦
1
W

a%¦tw\f $
0
H

¦
1
W

"0−a#% [
"5#

Equation "3# indicates that the overall pressure in the
channel is comprised of two components*accelerational
and frictional[ The accelerational e}ect is due to net
vapor generation*as mass is converted to less dense
vapor\ ~ow area for the liquid is restricted requiring an
increase in its velocity to preserve continuity[ Frictional
losses account for interaction of both phases with the
channel walls[ Had the channel not been oriented hori!
zontally\ gravity would have also contributed a term to
the streamwise pressure gradient[

The vapor and liquid layers are in mechanical equi!
librium and\ hence\ pressure is constant throughout both
phases at a given cross!section[ Therefore\ the two gradi!
ents are equal at all streamwise locations\ providing clos!
ure to the separated ~ow model[ The vapor layer thick!
ness\ d\ for a particular location z is chosen such that
the vapor and channel pressure gradients are equal^ this
requires iteration of d[

The shear stress terms in equations "2# and "5# may be
expressed by

tw\k �
0
1

rkUÞ
1
k 0

fk
31 "6#

where k indicates phase\ either vapor\ `\ or liquid\ f[ For
the case of turbulent ~ow in a smooth pipe\ the friction
factor may be approximated by

fk � 9[073 $
rkUÞkDh\k

mk %
−0:4

"7#

where the hydraulic diameter for each phase is
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Fig[ 1[ Momentum and force terms pertaining to "a# vapor and "b# channel control volume[

Dh\` �
1Wd

W¦d
"8#

Dh\f �
1W"H−d#
W¦H−d

"09#

This allows for the estimation of shear between the vapor
and channel walls\ tw\`\ and between the liquid and chan!
nel walls\ tw\f[ The interfacial shear between the two
phases may be evaluated in a similar manner by

ti �
0
1

r`"UÞ`−UÞf#1Cf\i "00#

The interfacial friction coe.cient\ Cf\i\ may be approxi!
mated by several correlations\ but Galloway and Mud!
awar ð2Ł found good agreement with their data by using
a constant value of Cf\i � 9[4[

This analysis yields a pro_le for each of UÞf\ UÞ` and d as
a function of z\ determined through an iterative method[
Calculations show that the velocity of the vapor phase
increases rapidly due to the addition of the low density
vapor\ while the liquid phase velocity increases more
slowly[ As a result\ the phase velocity di}erence\
DU � UÞ`−UÞf\ increases along the heater[ It is this vel!
ocity di}erence that is responsible for the instability of
the interface and is an important input to the instability
analysis[

2[1[ Instability analysis

Flow visualization studies reveal that the vapor
assumes a wavy distribution along the heater surface
which suggests an analysis of its stability[ For this case\
the situation has been idealized as the classical case of
two ~uids moving relative to each other between two
in_nite parallel walls[ Disturbances can lead to an
unstable interface and the goal is to _nd the wavelength
of the interface which is neutrally stable^ that is\ on the
verge of becoming unstable[ A wave under this condition
would be most susceptible to the momentum ~ux of vapor
emanating from the wetting fronts[

Therefore\ classical instability theory ð7Ł is utilized
assuming a sinusoidal interface with small curvature\
depicted in Fig[ 2[ Using the phase velocity di}erence
and vapor layer thickness obtained from the separated
~ow model along with known property values\ the critical
wavelength\ lcr\ may be calculated[ This derivation
assumes irrotational\ inviscid and incompressible ~ow
with small interfacial curvature[

The velocity _eld\ with mean and perturbation com!
ponents\ may be determined by solving the Laplace equa!
tion for the liquid and vapor velocity potentials[ With
these known\ Bernoulli|s equation may be employed to
determine the pressure _eld[ It is the pressure di}erence
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Fig[ 2[ Wavy interfacial boundary between liquid and vapor phases in a rectangular channel[

across the interface that is of interest since it gives rise to
the curvature and instability[

The interface is assumed to take the form of a simple
harmonic wave expressed as

h"z\ t# � h9 eik"z−ct# "01#

where only the real part represents the actual interface
and the imaginary part will provide a criterion for inter!
facial stability[ h9 represents the wave amplitude "h9 � d#\
k the wave number "k � 1p:l# and the c wave speed[
For a small perturbation of this interface\ the instability
analysis leads to a pressure di}erence expressed by

Pf−P` � −$rýf"c−UÞf#1¦rý̀"UÞ`−c#1

¦"rf−r`#
`n

k % kh9 eik"z−ct# "02#

where the modi_ed density terms are given by
rýf � rf coth"kHf# and rý̀� r` coth"kH`#[ Alternately\
the pressure di}erence across a mildly curved interface
may be approximated as the product of surface tension
and curvature\ resulting in

Pf−P` ¼ s
11h

1z1
� −sh9k

1 eik"z−ct#[ "03#

Equating these two expressions for pressure di}erence
yields a quadratic expression for wave speed\ c\

rýf"c−UÞf#1¦rý̀"UÞ`−c#1¦"rf−r`#
`n

k
−sk � 9 "04#

which\ upon solving\ yields

c �
rýfUÞf¦rý̀UÞ`

rýf¦rý̀

2X
sk

rýf¦rý̀
−

rýfrý̀"UÞ`−UÞf#1

"rýf¦rý̀#1
−

"rf−r`#
"rýf¦rý̀#

`n

k
[ "05#

Since an imaginary component of wave speed suggests
an unstable interface\ the terms under the radical reveal
the e}ects of the di}erent forces[ The _rst term accounts
for surface tension which always provides a stabilizing

force[ The second term is the inertial force which is always
destabilizing[ Finally\ the gravitational force may be sta!
bilizing or destabilizing depending on the orientation of
the gravity vector with respect to the vapor layer[

The condition for stability may be identi_ed by re!
writing the interface relation\ equation "01#\ allowing for
the possibility of a complex wave speed\ c � cr¦ici[

h � h9 eik"z−ct# � h9 ecikt eik"z−crt# "06#

If the wave speed is purely a real number then the inter!
face is sinusoidal[ If it is complex\ then for ci ³ 9\ the
interface is stable\ diminishing in amplitude\ while for
ci × 9 it is unstable[ Neutral stability occurs\ and the
critical wavelength is de_ned\ when ci � 9[ The real and
imaginary components of the wave speed are\ respect!
ively\

cr �
rýfUÞf¦rý̀UÞ`

rýf¦rý̀
"07#

ci �X
rýfrý̀"UÞ`−UÞf#1

"rýf¦rý̀#1
¦

"rf−r`#
"rýf¦rý̀#

`n

k
−

sk
rýf¦rý̀

[ "08#

Therefore\ setting equation "08# equal to zero and solving
for k yields the desired expression for critical wavelength\
lcr[

kcr �
1p

lcr

�
rýfrý̀"UÞ`−UÞf#1

1s"rýf¦rý̀#

¦X $
rýfrý̀"UÞ`−UÞf#1

1s"rýf¦rý̀# %
1

¦
"rf−r`#`n

s
[ "19#

Calculation of lcr with this expression requires iteration
since lcr is contained in the modi_ed density terms\ rýf
and rý̀[ The critical wavelength is determined from
knowledge of ~uid properties "rf\ r`\ s# and ~ow par!
ameters "UÞf\ UÞ`\ Hf � H−d\ H` � d# which are deter!
mined from the separated ~ow analysis[

As discussed previously\ the pressure di}erence across
the interface is incorporated into the CHF model through
the lift!o} criterion[ Figure 3 shows the dependence of
critical wavelength\ lcr\ and average pressure di}erence\
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Fig[ 3[ E}ect of phase velocity di}erence and body force on
critical wavelength and average pressure di}erence "based on
lcr# for ~ow in a rectangular channel in which the average vapor
layer thickness is 0 mm[

Pf−P`\ on interfacial velocity di}erence\ DU � UÞ`−UÞf \
for an average vapor layer thickness of 0[9 mm[ For this
plot\ pressure di}erence has been averaged over a wetting
front that is one!fourth the critical wavelength[ The criti!
cal wavelength decreases with increasing velocity di}er!
ence whereas the pressure di}erence increases[ For low
velocity di}erences\ lcr decreases for larger magnitudes
of the normal body force while for DU − 1[4 m s−0\ the
normal force has no in~uence on either lcr or Pf−P`\
indicating instability is dominated by inertial e}ects[
Similar trends exist for average vapor layer thicknesses
of 1[9 and 3[9 mm[

Assuming no body forces\ the critical wavelength may
be expressed as

lcr �
1ps"rýf¦rý̀#

rýfrý̀"UÞ`−UÞf#1
[ "10#

The instability analysis also yields the theoretical
length of the upstream wetting front\ z�\ where it is
de_ned as

z� � z9¦lcr "z�#[ "11#

Measured from the leading edge\ z9 is the location on the
heater where the vapor phase velocity just exceeds the
liquid phase velocity[ Beyond this location\ the vapor
velocity continues to increase faster than the liquid and
instability between the phases is more likely to take place[

The vapor then assumes the wavy formation one critical
wavelength beyond this point where the continuous wet!
ting front ends[ Since lcr is evaluated at z�\ which itself is
an unknown\ iteration must also be employed in deter!
mining z�[

Table 0 show the theoretical vapor characteristics
based on the separated ~ow model and instability analysis
for near!saturated conditions[ The experimental critical
heat ~ux has been used in the separated ~ow model to
determine the phase velocities\ vapour thickness and
zo = lcr is shown to decrease with increasing velocity indi!
cating more wetting fronts on the heater for higher vel!
ocities[ The trend of decreasing vapor length with increas!
ing velocity was shown by the video images in Part I of
this study ð4Ł[

Although this instability analysis has been idealized\ it
is valuable in that it provides information regarding a
theoretical wavelength characterizing the interaction of
the vapor and liquid phases[ In yielding values for the
critical wavelength and upstream liquid wetting region\
it provides a theoretical component to the CHF model[

2[2[ Ener`y balance

The energy balance is constructed with reference to the
wavy vapor layer depicted in Fig[ 0[ The liquid makes
contact with the heater over a distance z� at the leading
edge and at discrete wetting fronts[ These wetting fronts
are crucial to maintaining e}ective cooling of the surface
and are the focus of the energy balance[ Knowing the
length and number of these wetting fronts\ one can con!
struct an instantaneous energy balance[

Flow visualization results indicate that the wavelength
increases along the ~ow direction thereby spacing the
wetting fronts farther apart[ Liquid wetting length also
increases along the ~ow direction but remains a constant
fraction of the local wavelength[ The energy balance
should account for these variations[ In the present inves!
tigation\ the heater length was divided into four segments
"each approximately 14 mm long# for ~ow visualization
purposes and this division is retained for the construction
of the energy balance[ This segmentation enables the
energy balance to account for the continuous stretching
of the wavelength by using di}erent average vapor
lengths for each segment^ essentially discretizing the
heated length[ Likewise\ the length and number of wet!
ting fronts are accounted for in each segment[

The energy balance expresses that the sum of energy
dissipated at all wetting fronts\ including the continuous
upstream wetting front\ is equal to the energy dissipated
by a ~ux acting over the entire heated surface[ This ~ux
is taken as the critical heat ~ux\ qým\ for the heater[ There!
fore\ the energy balance yields the expression

qým �
0

L−z�
ðqý0l0n0¦qý1l1n1¦qý2l2n2¦qý3l3n3Ł[ "12#
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Table 0
Theoretical vapor characteristics determined from separated ~ow model and instability analysis for near!saturated conditions
"DTsub\o � 2>C# in rectangular channel based on measured CHF

U CHF z9 lcr"z�# z� d"z�# UÞ`−UÞf at z� d"L#
"m s−0# "W cm−1# "mm# "mm# "mm# "mm# "m s−0# "mm#

9[14 14[9 9[06 5[45 5[63 0[09 9[59 3[03
9[4 14[9 9[23 3[24 3[57 9[48 9[69 2[37
0 17[1 9[50 1[73 2[33 9[23 9[72 1[75
0[4 29[4 9[78 1[15 2[04 9[14 9[80 1[49
1 21[0 0[19 0[84 2[04 9[11 9[87 1[14
2 23[5 0[77 0[53 2[41 9[08 0[97 0[80
3 25[7 1[51 0[38 3[09 9[08 0[05 0[58
4 25[4 2[57 0[33 4[00 9[08 0[19 0[37
5 26[7 3[53 0[27 5[93 9[19 0[14 0[25
6 31[2 4[94 0[20 5[24 9[19 0[21 0[21
7 35[8 4[27 0[13 5[50 9[19 0[27 0[18
8 41[8 4[32 0[04 5[47 9[19 0[35 0[18
09 51[7 3[78 0[94 4[82 9[19 0[44 0[24

The z� term accounts for the continuous upstream wet!
ting front where a ~ux equal to the critical heat ~ux is
assumed[ lj is the average wetting front length and nj the
number of wetting fronts\ each for the jth segment[ The
~ux associated with a wetting front is denoted by qýj\
where j takes the values 0\ 1\ 2 or 3 depending on which
segment is being referenced[

The number of wetting fronts is given by

nj �

F

G

j

J

G

f

L0−z�
l0

for j � 0

Lj

lj

for j � 1\ 2\ 3

"13#

where Lj is the length of the heater segment and lj the
average wavelength characterizing the jth segment[
Intuitively\ nj should be an integer value but is allowed
to assume fractional values[ Dividing the segment length\
Lj\ by the wavelength\ lj\ and truncating the remainder
does not re~ect the number of wetting fronts which exist
in the heater segment on a time!averaged basis\ nor does
truncating the remainder and adding one to account for
the wetting front at the beginning of the segment[ Figure
4 shows three possible positions of a vapor wave relative
to a heater segment[ Over time\ this segment will see one\
one and a partial\ or two wetting fronts available for
heat transfer with the average being between 0 and 1[
Requiring nj to be an integer leads to a low or a high
estimate whereas allowing nj to be real will lead to a value
between the extremes[ Therefore\ allowing the number of
wetting fronts to take on fractional values is an attempt
to extend an instantaneous energy balance to account for
average conditions[ The consequences of doing so are not
signi_cant[ Rather\ this provides a smooth\ monotonic

function leading to only one solution for the iterative
scheme[

The length of a wetting front\ lj\ is based on ~ow vis!
ualization measurements[ lj is referenced to the local
wavelength by the ratio b\ which is de_ned by

b �
wetting front length
vapor wavelength

�
lj
lj

[ "14#

Given the wavelength and b\ the wetting front length can
be calculated[ As discussed in Part I of this study\ the
value of b is relatively constant along the heater and for
all velocities of the same subcooling[ Therefore\ one value
of b applies to a particular subcooling condition[ This is
an important conclusion from the ~ow visualization

Fig[ 4[ Vapor wave of wavelength lj on heater surface such that
one\ one and a half or two wetting fronts exist in heater segment
of length Lj[
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study that di}ers from the work of Gersey and Mudawar
ð6Ł[ They postulated that the wetting length remains con!
stant along the ~ow direction whereas in the present study
it is found to increase in proportion to the increasing
vapor wavelength[ This has important implications for
the energy balance[

A consequence of the wetting front length increasing
proportionately with vapor wavelength is that the prod!
uct "ljnj# in the energy balance eliminates the need to
determine a predictive relation for wavelength[ Math!
ematically\ this is shown for the _rst segment by

l0n0 �"bl0#
L0−z�

l0

� b"L0−z�# "15a#

and for the downstream segments " j � 1\ 2\ 3# by

ljnj �"blj#
Lj

lj

� bLj[ "15b#

This has bene_cial consequences for the model devel!
opment[ Since the ratio of wetting front length to vapor
wavelength is constant along a heater and with increasing
velocity\ which has been demonstrated by the ~ow vis!
ualization measurements\ the modeling e}ort may be
extended to velocities beyond which ~ow visualization
was performed[ The relations given in equation "15# are
introduced into the energy balance in the next section
along with an approximation for the ~ux concentrated at
a wetting front\ qýl[

2[3[ Lift!off criterion

The remaining elements of the energy balance equation
"12# are the ~uxes concentrated at the wetting fronts\
expressions for which are obtained by invoking the lift!
o} criterion[ CHF is postulated to occur when the
momentum ~ux of vapor emanating from the surface
overcomes the pressure force tending to maintain inter!
facial contact with surface ð5Ł[ The interface then detaches
from the surface eliminating a wetting front which rep!
resents a path for heat transfer to the liquid[ The ~uxes
in the remaining wetting fronts must then increase to
accommodate this loss with the eventual outcome being
the lift!o} of the interface at these locations as well[ This
lift!o} of the interface and elimination of a su.cient
number of wetting fronts trigger the critical heat ~ux
condition[

An expression for this lift!o} ~ux may be determined
by equating the average pressure force acting to maintain
interfacial contact with the vapor momentum tending to
push the interface away\ illustrated in Fig[ 5[ For a mildly
curved interface\ this pressure di}erence\ Pf−P`\ is pro!
portional to the curvature and given by equation "03#[
This represents the pressure di}erence across a wavy
interface with the value being positive at the wetting
fronts[ The force which opposes the vapor momentum is
approximated as the average pressure force existing over

Fig[ 5[ Average pressure di}erence and vapor momentum at
wetting front used to determine lift!o} heat ~ux[

the length of the wetting front[ Therefore\ integrating
equation "03# over the length l � bl centered at the wet!
ting front\ as indicated in Fig[ 5\ yields an analytical
expression for average pressure di}erence[

Pf−P` �
3psd

bl1
sin"bp#[ "16#

The vapor momentum ~ux\ r`U
1
`\n\ is determined from

an energy balance applied to the wetting front region[
The ~ux concentrated at a wetting front\ qýl\ raises the
temperature of a mass of liquid to its saturation tem!
perature and the converts it to saturated vapor[ This is
expressed as

qýlAl �"cpDTsub¦hf`#m¾ b �"cpDTsub¦hf`#r`U`\nAl "17#

where Al is the area associated with the wetting front and
U`\n the vapor velocity normal to the surface[ Solving for
U`\n and equating the vapor momentum emanating from
the heater surface with the average pressure force\ lead
to the desired expression for the local lift!o} heat ~ux[

qýl � r`"cpDTsub¦hf`# $
Pf−P`

r` %
0:1

"18#

where Pf−P` is given by equation "16#[
These expressions provide a means for estimating lift!

o} ~uxes given the characteristics*l\ d\ b*of the vapor
layer[ Since there are insu.cient vapor measurements to
describe the wavy interface for all conditions\ a means of
establishing a lift!o} ~ux based on other criteria is sought[
Galloway and Mudawary postulated that the lift!o} of
the most upstream wetting front is the trigger mechanism
for CHF[ That is\ once the conditions are su.cient to
detach the _rst wetting front\ all others quickly follow[
Therefore\ the wetting front ~uxes indicated in equation
"12# are approximated as the ~ux su.cient to detach a
wetting front located at z�[ This provides a straight!
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forward manner for calculating the wetting front ~uxes
in the absence of data on vapor wavelengths and thick!
nesses at higher velocities[

The use of lcr\ and not 1lcr as used by Galloway and
Mudawar ð2Ł and Gersey and Mudawar ð3Ł\ in deter!
mining lift!o} ~ux at z� is based on newly obtained vapor
measurements from the side!view visualization study pre!
sented in Part I ð4Ł[ The measurements of Galloway and
Mudawar were also made from a side perspective but
were obtained with a short heater "L � 01[6 mm# at lower
velocities "U ¾ 0 m s−0#[ Hence\ the validity of their 1lcr

assumption may be limited to these extreme conditions
which are associated with weaker interfacial pressure for!
ces and a tendency of the most upstream wetting front to
more easily skip attachment\ leading to their observed
1lcr wavelength[ Gersey and Mudawar found that the
_rst few wavelengths measured on each of their three
heaters were approximately lcr[ They noted that since
their view was normal to the surface\ some of the mea!
sured waves could have been in the process of lifting from
the surface[ Therefore\ they adopted the use of 1lcr in
the calculation of lift!o} ~ux[ In regards to the present
investigation\ initial vapor lengths measured over the
upstream segment of the heater translate into wave!
lengths near lcr for an idealized wavy interface[ The
relation between lmeas and l may be expressed in the
following manner by using l � l¹meas¦l¹meas " from Part I#
and the de_nition of b "equation "14##[

l"z# � lmeas"z#¦l¹meas � lmeas"z#¦bl"z# "29#

l"z# �
lmeas"z#
0−b

[ "20#

In this manner\ the ratio l"z#:lcr is plotted in Fig[ 6 based

Fig[ 6[ Ratio of vapor wavelength to critical wavelength versus distance to center of vapor patch at CHF for near!saturated conditions
and U � 0 m s−0[

on vapor lengths measured along the heater for near!
saturated conditions at U � 0 m s−0[ The initial data
points "6 ³ z ³ 01 mm# are clustered around unity indi!
cating that the _rst waves created on the heater just
prior to CHF have a wavelength close to the critical
wavelength^ in this case\ l � lcr � 1[73 mm[ Therefore\
the lift!o} ~ux is calculated assuming the interface is
characterized by the critical wavelength\ lcr\ average
vapor height at z�\ d"z�#\ and liquid!to!vapor ratio\ b[

Now all of the terms of the energy balance have been
established[ Substituting the relations given in equation
"15# for the products "ljnj# into the energy balance equa!
tion "12# and noting that the wetting front ~uxes are
given by

qýj � qýl"z�# "21#

yields a simpli_ed expression for the estimation of CHF\
qým[

qým � bqýl"z�# "22#

This expression states that the ~ux concentrated at the
wetting fronts is 0:b times the critical heat ~ux since the
latter is taken as an average value acting over the entire
heated surface[ This expression clearly shows that the
model estimation for CHF is a combination of theoretical
arguments\ yielding qýl"z�#\ and physical observations\
yielding b[

2[4[ Flow visualization

The major contributions of the visualization study are
support for modeling the vapor as a wavy pro_le and
quanti_cation of vapor and liquid dimensions[ The video
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sequences allowed for numerous vapor patches to be
observed with common vapor shapes noted and their
percentage of occurrence determined[ By so doing\ it was
noted that an overhanging vapor formation did not occur
signi_cantly enough in the channel to deem it a signi_cant
contributor to critical heat ~ux[ Some models have pro!
posed that CHF occurs when the overhanging vapor
isolates a portion of the heated surface from the cooler
bulk ð8Ł[ Once the trapped sublayer of liquid is converted
to vapor\ the large overhanging patch restricts liquid
from rushing in to rewet the surface\ resulting in an
increase in wall temperature[ For continued passages of
overhanging vapor\ the wall temperature continues to
increase eventually culminating in critical heat ~ux[ While
the overhanging vapor formation was observed\ the
prominent formation is the generic vapor patch that has
a maximum thickness near its center\ typical of a portion
of a wave[ It is important to emphasize\ however\ that
occurrence of overhanging vapor formation became stat!
istically signi_cant at highly subcooled conditions for
which the Lee and Mudawar model ð8Ł was developed[
The wave!like formation was observed in the present
study in all segments of the heater often separated by
short lengths of liquid!surface contact[ This provided
excellent validation for the underlying model assumption
of an idealized wavy vapor layer "Fig[ 0# existing on the
surface just prior to CHF[

Flow visualization also served to quantify the vapor
and liquid dimensions[ Measurements concluded that the
length of the wetting front\ which directly a}ects the
energy balance\ increases in the ~ow direction but
remains approximately the same fraction of the local
wavelength[ This observation highlights a di}erence with
the models presented by Galloway and Mudawar ð2Ł
and Gersey and Mudawar ð3Ł which assume a constant
wetting front length along the heater[ These models use
a liquid!to!vapor length ratio of b � 9[14 based largely
on the ~ow visualization study of Galloway and Mud!
awar ð5Ł conducted with near!saturated FC!76 liquid and
a short heater[ For present investigation with a long
heater\ this ratio is fairly constant along the channel and
among velocities with the same subcooling\ having the
values b � 9[1 for near!saturated "DTsub\o � 2>C# con!
ditions and b � 9[2 for highly subcooled "DTsub\o � 18>C#
~ow[ This increase indicates that cooler bulk tem!
peratures are better able to break up the vapor and allow
liquid to contact the surface[ The CHF model is able to
re~ect this trend by incorporating this ratio[

2[5[ CHF model construction

As described above\ the model incorporates four major
components in the estimation of critical heat ~ux[ The
solution is not an explicit expression but rather a pro!
cedure requiring numerical integration along the heater

and iterations at several levels[ An overview of the pro!
cedure is given in Fig[ 7 and described below[

After setting subcooling and ~ow velocity\ the solution
process is initiated by guessing a value for the critical
heat ~ux[ This value is used in the separated ~ow model
to determine the phase velocities\ UÞf and UÞ`\ and vapor
layer thickness\ d\ for every z location along the heater[
The solution for these values requires iteration at each
location until the vapor pressure gradient\ dP`:dz\ is
equal to the channel pressure gradient\ dP:dz[

The output of the separated ~ow model is then used in
the instability analysis to determine the critical wave!
length\ lcr\ and the extent of the upstream wetting front\
z�[ This requires another series of iterations[

Once the critical wavelength and upstream wetting
length are known\ the energy balance can be established[
However\ since the wetting length remains proportional
to the vapor wavelength\ the energy balance is not an
explicit function of either lj or lj\ but rather their ratio[

Next\ the average interfacial pressure di}erence at z�
is calculated and then used in evaluating the lift!o} ~ux
at z�[ This ~ux\ to be used in the energy balance\ is a
function of pressure di}erence\ subcooling\ vapor thick!
ness and critical wavelength[ Flow visualization con!
tributes the liquid!to!vapor length ratio[

The energy balance then yields a value for the critical
heat ~ux[ This value is compared with the estimated value
which initiated the process[ If they are su.ciently close
in value\ then the critical heat ~ux for the given velocity
has been predicted[ If not\ a new critical heat estimate
"based on bisection method# is used to re!initiate the
process which continues until the iteration converges on
a value[

2[6[ CHF model predictions

The CHF model was applied for near!saturated con!
ditions over the entire range of velocity for which data
have been obtained[ Constant properties were assumed
because of the small changes in temperature and pressure[
Variations in subcooling along the ~ow have very little
in~uence on the phase velocities and vapor layer thick!
ness as determined by the separated ~ow model[ For this
reason\ subcooling was _xed at the inlet value for the
near!saturated case[ Theoretically\ this means that the
local bulk temperature remains constant^ not exactly true
but an acceptable approximation for this case[ Flow vis!
ualization aided in the construction of the model in that
it quanti_ed the liquid!to!vapor length ratio which was
observed to be approximately 9[1[ This value held for all
segments along the heater indicating that as the wave!
length grew so did the wetting length in a proportionate
amount[

The model estimates for critical heat ~ux are shown by
the solid curve in Fig[ 8\ along with the experimentally
obtained data\ for near!saturated conditions[ Con!
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Fig[ 7[ Solution procedure for CHF model[

sidering the entire range of velocity\ the model predicts
values to within a mean absolute error of 09[9)[ The
maximum error for velocities greater than 9[14 m s−0 is
06[9) corresponding to U � 5 m s−0[ This represents a
good degree of accuracy considering the assumptions
employed throughout the derivation[ The trend of the
prediction is also intuitive\ showing CHF increasing with
velocity[

Attempts to extend this model to subcooled ~ow
"DTsub\o � 18>C# using the subcooled ~ow visualization
data were not as successful[ The mean absolute error of
predictions was 13[7) relative to the experimental
values[ Though the model yielded increasing CHF with
increasing velocity\ the slope did not re~ect the behavior

of the data[ Interfacial condensation was the most
troublesome aspect for modeling subcooled conditions[
The separated ~ow model\ which estimates the amount
of vapor production based on heat input\ does not
account for vapor condensation which would cause an
increase in temperature of the surrounding liquid[ This is
one reason why the model accurately predicts CHF for
near!saturated conditions\ in which case negligible con!
densation is a reasonable approximation\ but does not
handle subcooled conditions very well[ The model needs
to address this by considering factors which a}ect the
condensation rate\ such as phase velocity di}erence\
phase temperature di}erence and vapor surface area[
Flow visualization images from part I reveal strong con!
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Fig[ 8[ CHF data and model predictions for near!saturated
conditions[

trast between the vaporÐliquid interfaces in near!satu!
rated and subcooled ~ows[ This condensation issue\
which is beyond the scope of the present study\ should
be carefully assessed in future modeling of subcooled ~ow
boiling CHF[

The CHF model may be applied to similar near!satu!
rated situations with knowledge of liquid:vapor proper!
ties\ channel geometry and ~ow conditions[ In predicting
CHF for these new situations\ the present values for
liquid!to!vapor length ratio "b � 9[1# should be
employed _rst[ However\ measurements of vapor and
liquid dimensions for a few select velocities in the situ!
ation of interest would help _ne tune the model\ especially
in relation to the magnitude of b[

3[ Conclusions

Extending the work of Galloway and Mudawar ð2Ł\ a
critical heat ~ux model for ~ow boiling in a long\ rec!
tangular channel was presented[ It incorporates quali!
tative and quantitative results obtained through a ~ow
visualization investigation presented in Part I of this
study[ Key _ndings can be summarized as follows]

"0# Conditions just prior to CHF can be described and
accurately idealized by a wavy vapor layer which
grows in thickness and wavelength along the heated
wall[ Cooling of the wall is possible only through the
troughs\ wetting fronts\ of the vapor wave[

"1# Prior to CHF\ liquid access to the wall is possible due
to an interfacial pressure force tending to maintain
contact of the liquidÐvapor interface with the wall as
the wavy interface propagates downstream[ CHF is

triggered by lift o} of the upstream wetting front
when the momentum of vapor normal to the wall
ultimately exceeds the interfacial pressure force[

"2# A CHF model based on this interfacial lift!o} cri!
terion was developed[ The model is a combination of
theoretical arguments\ which are used to predict the
lift!o} heat ~ux\ and physical observations\ which
provided an estimate for the ratio of wetting front
length to vapor wavelength[

"3# The CHF model includes subtle improvements over
the model _rst proposed by Galloway and Mudawar
ð2Ł\ including an analytical expression for the lift!o}
heat ~ux\ a more accurate estimate for the ratio of
wetting front length to vapor wavelength\ and a bet!
ter description of the lift o} of the upstream wetting
front[ Additionally\ unlike the earlier model\ the
present CHF model is validated for a long heater and
over a very broad range of velocity[

"4# The present model predicts near!saturated CHF data
in long channels to within a mean absolute error
of 09[9)[ The predicted trends are both intuitively
reasonable and numerically accurate\ lending credi!
bility to the assumptions employed[

"5# Interfacial condensation undermines the assump!
tions of the separated ~ow model incorporated in the
CHF model for highly subcooled conditions[ Hence\
the present model is not recommended for these con!
ditions[ Interfacial condensation should therefore be
carefully evaluated in any future modeling of highly
subcooled ~ow boiling CHF[
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